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          Daydream

Sink me soft

  cotton cloud cocoon,

 drape me down

bezeled branch leaf lit

   lapis lazuli lift-

light me lovely.

            City center sizzle,

                whittle weight; ward 

                   awkward away.

  Halfway hi, passerby’s. Worlds 

within a word. Eons enter eager ears, push pulse 

patterns past public pass to Serta softness, singing

Sink me soft

  cotton cloud cocoon,

 drape me down.



          First Sound

You usurp verbs from

my belly;          belching esophagus.

Sated breaths, tantalized 

to butterfly wings  wafer

tongue looms and tonsil cocoons. Words like wombs lick waves plucked from violet lips, birth with bumbling;   

mumbled heart murmurs, moans 

burst 

in

clumsy harmony.

Reverb 

whispers, snowy   snares whipping,   trilling cadence  

 into submission

  -drums drowned in echo, flooded with tones touched by tides of

    kakorrhaphiophobia-

    fear forced ears scorched in passion’s blush.
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    November Fall

Autumn winds fiery like Pharoah’s coming hail

change heavy, jingling adjacent hot

pockets. Thermals burst birds whose breasts are braver

than mob, bolder

than consumption.  Lint sweat leaks backwards, Levis outside

in porous and pure. Humid humans moist like

bus perspiration, just preparation-ball

bearing memories of future Genesi where sardine cans manned and cockroach reign

   rain.

Clouds cull head colds, are 

cannonballed into star covered snot rags littered across roads

paved gold with puddled graves. Tree sheds skin again, shrugging

off the grudge smudged between shrub snub

bing search for winter warmth.
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 Poetry

Sing syllables scintillating like sexy.

Coddle consonants, cuddle consonance.

Apostrophe atrophied, arresting allegory in allusion to illusion. Illustrious synecdoche purring, pouring

piling into pungent profundity, provocatively corralling conventions into literacy; littering alliteration liberally like

As

Metaphor so simile. Understatement undressed,

Hyperbole chambered, coming

craft fully on Rosetta.

Hammer Hammurabi. Hem hams, humor

hate. Fates subsidiary, echoing Aristotlean

angst over prose praising papyrus’ predecessor.

LeRoi Angelous: loving angels. Covens, candles,

coveted candles. Cavemen scraping syllogisms yielding xenophobia, fingering fiber-optic

fantasy into reality.
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  Sex

Haggard harrows haunt  hollow 

shallows, sliding slick; soy shake- shiny

shavings shingled on ceramic cheeks shatter and chafe

from her frame. Folded shame-

shaped cranes,  fro gs

follow, flowing flawlessly.

She falls with me

Newness and nudist; her naked 

novelty embowels

sheets seeped in souring sweet. Sweat 

sways, singing

  ascent 

         as scents surround, silking

sound 

 into 

diamond silt:

sonic salvation, current cured.
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   Mountain Dew

Holy fountains steeped

  in water;

stolid statues, slicking rain.

Cocoa mountains sleep 

  in puddles;

pebbled puddles dripping

lies. 

  Dipped eyes drip

  lies

  down

  cocoa fountains.

Holy fountains peaked 

  in ripples;

stoic idols, drowned in chains.

Soulless icons deep

  in piddle;

pukish puddles, lapping
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lies.

Sick eyes sip

lies

on

holy mountains.
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 Tie Coat

Human amendments

constitutionalized by 

strides no god can sunder.

Rubric lines

deprive,

drive lives

down,

down, 

down.

Up, ward

mobility like 

Jacob’s 

crystal ladder;

like lawless 

angels, scored 

to sound;

anarchic angels,

whispering.

Human commandments, 

institutionalized by 

chimes of 

gods of

thunder.
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Rueben’s ties

holding Joseph

  down,

   down,

    down.
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